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Thermal and Thermoelectric 
Transport in Highly Resistive Single 
Sb2Se3 Nanowires and Nanowire 
Bundles
Ting-Yu Ko1, Muthaiah Shellaiah1 & Kien Wen Sun1,2

In this study, we measured the thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient of single Sb2Se3 nanowires 
and nanowire bundles with a high resistivity (σ ~ 4.37 × 10−4 S/m). Microdevices consisting of two 
adjacent suspended silicon nitride membranes were fabricated to measure the thermal transport 
properties of the nanowires in vacuum. Single Sb2Se3 nanowires with different diameters and 
nanowire bundles were carefully placed on the device to bridge the two membranes. The relationship 
of temperature difference on each heating/sensing suspension membranes with joule heating was 
accurately determined. A single Sb2Se3 nanowire with a diameter of ~ 680 nm was found to have a 
thermal conductivity (kNW) of 0.037 ± 0.002 W/m·K. The thermal conductivity of the nanowires is 
more than an order of magnitude lower than that of bulk materials (k ~ 0.36–1.9 W/m·K) and highly 
conductive (σ ~ 3 × 104 S/m) Sb2Se3 single nanowires (k ~ 1 W/m·K). The measured Seebeck coefficient 
with a positive value of ~ 661 μV/K is comparable to that of highly conductive Sb2Se3 single nanowires 
(~ 750 μV/K). The thermal transport between wires with different diameters and nanowire bundles was 
compared and discussed.

Recovering waste heat and converting it into electrical energy with thermoelectric generators is an effective meas-
ure against global warming and environmental impact of climate change. Thermoelectric devices that are noise-
less (no moving parts), inherently reliable without any maintenance, and environmentally friendly have attracted 
increasing attention1. Research  on thermoelectric materials has strongly increased over the recent years because 
of their high application potential. A previous study reported that fuel efficiency can be improved by replacing the 
alternator in cars with a thermoelectric generator mounted on the exhaust stream2.

Thermoelectric power generation is based on the Seebeck effect, in which a temperature gradient is converted 
into an electric current. The applications of bulk thermoelectrics in cost-effective devices are limited by their low 
efficiency. Thus, new materials with improved thermoelectric power efficiency need to be developed. Dresselhaus 
et al.3–6 predicted that thermoelectric efficiency can be significantly enhanced through nanostructural engi-
neering. This proposal led to experimental efforts to demonstrate nanostructured systems with improved  
efficiency7–13. Recently, nanowires (NWs) have garnered increasing attention in various applications because of 
their distinct properties, such as high surface area and quantum confinement. One-dimensional nanostructures 
are specifically attractive for energy conversion applications where photons, phonons, and electrons are impor-
tant. The Bohr exciton radius, and phonon and electron mean free paths are on the same length scales as NW 
size adjustment. In thermoelectric power generation, the NW diameter can effectively scatter phonons, thereby 
reducing thermal conductivity and enhancing the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT)14–21.

V2VI3-type semiconductors possess band gap energies ranging from 2.2 eV [e.g., Sb2S3] to 0.21 eV [e.g., 
Bi2Te3]. Sb2Se3 is a layered semiconductor with an orthorhombic crystal structure; this material has been stud-
ied because of its switching effects22, as well as favorable photovoltaic and thermoelectric properties23,24. Thin 
polycrystalline films of Sb2Se3 semiconductors have been commonly used as absorbers to fabricate cost-effective 
solar cells and Hall effect devices25. Sb2Se3 films are widely applied in optical materials, thermoelectric cooling, 
and power conversion devices because of their high thermoelectric power26. Over the past two decades, many 
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methods have been developed to prepare Sb2Se3 nanostructures (nanotubes, NWs, and nanobelts). Several studies 
have analyzed the electrical properties and photoresponse of Sb2Se3 nanomaterials27–33, but, detailed studies on 
the thermoelectric properties and thermal conductivity of Sb2Se3 nanostructures remain lacking.

In the present study, microfabricated devices hybridized with individual Sb2Se3 NWs and NW bundles were 
used to measure the thermal transport properties of NWs. The thermal conductivity of the NWs was more than 
an order of magnitude lower than that of bulk materials in previous measurements. The measured Seebeck coef-
ficient is about two-fold lower than that of the bulk. We also investigated the effects of NW diameters and van der 
Waals interface between NWs on thermal conductivity.

Nanowire synthesis
Sb2Se3 NW samples with a high-quality single-crystalline property were produced from a single source precursor, 
namely, Sb[Se2P(OiPr)2]3. These materials have already been studied and were demonstrated elsewhere34–36 by 
carefully adjusting the experimental parameters. Transmission and Scanning electron microscope images (Fig. 1) 
of the fabricated NW clusters annealed at different temperatures indicate that the NWs exhibit an average diame-
ter from 100 nm to 300 nm and a length of 3–10 μ m. NWs with wide distributions in diameters can be fabricated 
by controlling the annealing temperature from 100 °C to 200 °C. Details on the preparation of the precursor, 
synthesis of Sb2Se3 NWs, and morphology characterization can be found in the Supplementary Information. The 
composition of the NWs was determined to be Sb2Se3 with a ratio of 1:1.5 as determined by powder X-ray dif-
fractometry (Fig. 2) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). HRTEM images (Figs 3, S1 and S2) of individual 
NWs reveal that these materials comprise single crystals and without dislocations.

Microdevice fabrication. Suspended microdevices fabricated on SiNx/SiO2/Si through electron beam 
lithography, photolithography, metallizations, and etching were employed to measure thermal conductivity. 
Details on devices fabrication can be found in refs 10,14,15,37 and 38. Figure 4(a) shows that the device con-
sists of two adjacent 24 μ m × 40 μ m low-stress SiNx membranes suspended with 300 μ m long SiNx beams. A 
50 nm-thick Cr/Au resistive thermometer coil was designed on each membrane, which acts as both a heater 
to heat up the heating membrane and a thermometer to measure the temperature of the sensing membrane. 
As shown in Fig. 4(a,b), an individual Sb2Se3 NW with a diameter of 227 nm (NW A) was positioned between 
two membranes using of a nanomanipulator. The device was placed in a vacuum chamber (10−7 Torr) at room 
temperature to avoid thermal radiation loss, making Sb2Se3 NW the only pathway to transport heat between the 
heating and sensing membranes. A detailed description of the measurement techniques and uncertainty analysis 
can be found in refs 14,15,17,39 and 40.

Heat transfer model of microdevice. The application of a direct current voltage to the Cr/Au coil on the 
heating membrane (with a resistance Rh) caused joule heat generation and a consequent temperature rise Δ Th  
(Δ Th =  Th − T0) from the thermal bath temperature T0. A certain amount of heat generated by the Cr/Au coil on 
the heating membrane was transported to the sensing membrane (with a resistance Rs), either through an indi-
vidual Sb2Se3 NW or NW bundle with negligible heat loss. Heat conduction via the Sb2Se3 NWs or NW bundles 
increases the temperature of the sensing membrane (Δ Ts =  Ts − T0). The temperature difference between the 
heating and sensing membranes was controlled within 12 degree to prevent heat radiation. Using a simple heat 
transfer model37 (Fig. 4(c)), we can estimate the thermal conductance of the NWs or NW bundles, GNW, and the 
suspending beams, Gb, by using the following equations: ∆ = +
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, where P is the heat power applied to the heating membrane Rh, and Qh 

and Qb are the joule heat generated in the heating membrane and metallic wire of the suspending beams, respec-
tively. Under thermal steady state condition, the thermal conductivities through a single Sb2Se3 NW or a NW 
bundle can be retrieved using the above equations by measuring the temperature coefficients of resistance from 
both membranes, Δ Th, Δ Ts, and joule heat power P.

Figure 1. TEM and SEM images of the fabricated Sb2Se3 NWs at 100 °C and 200 °C, respectively. 
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Results and Discussions
Figures 4(a) and 5 shows the SEM images of three NW samples, namely, NW A, NW B, and NW C, which bridge 
the heating and sensing membranes. NWs A (Fig. 4(a)) and B (Fig. 5(a)) are both single NWs; NW A has a length 
of 11 μ m and a diameter of 227 nm, respectively, whereas NW B has a length of 8.9 μ m and a diameter of 680 nm. 
NW C (Fig. 5(b)) is composed of six to seven closely packed NWs. Each NW in the bundle has a diameter of 
approximately 100 nm and an average length of 13.6 μ m, which makes the total diameter of the NW bundle 
approximately 750 nm. In the following, we use the thermal conductance measurements of sample NW B as an 
example. The determination of thermal conductance for the remaining NWs basically follows the same procedure 
as that for NW B.

Figure 6(a) shows the voltage change on the sensing membrane when the membrane temperature is slowly 
increased by joule heating, with an increasing step of 3 K for every 20 min. The temperature coefficient of resist-
ance (TCR) β  (=  −

−
R R

R T T( )
o

o o
, Ro: resistance at temperature To) with a value of 5.7 ×  10−8 K−1 for the sensing mem-

Figure 2. XRD patterns of the Sb2Se3 NWs and Sb2Se3 standard (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction 
Standards (JCPDS) 15-0861). 

Figure 3. (a) TEM image (b) SAED pattern and (c) HRTEM images of an individual nanowire and the 
corresponding crystal planes.
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brane was determined by fitting the slope of the curve (Fig. 6(b)). With the NW B placed across the membranes, 
the voltage signal and temperature change (Δ Ts) on the sensing membrane were recorded when the heating 
membrane was joule-heated by applying an electrical current within the range of 4–12 μ A (Fig. 6(c,d)). We meas-
ured the resistance and change in resistance (Δ R) of the heating membrane as functions of temperature change 
and input joule heat (Fig. 7(a,b)), respectively. On the basis of the combined results from Fig. 7(a,b), the changes 
in heating membrane temperature (Δ Th) as a function of input joule heat was determined (Fig. 7(b)). By reading 
the data from Figs 6(d) and 7(b), at a joule heat power of 4.67 ×  10−8 W, the temperature changes on the heating 
and sensing membranes are Δ Th =  4.95 K and Δ Ts =  0.52 K, respectively. Inputting these values in the above 
equations and assuming that thermal contact resistance was negligible14, we find that the thermal conductance 
and thermal conductivity of NW B are GNW =  1.522 ×  10−9 W/K and kNW (GNW × L/A) =  0.037 W/m·K, respec-
tively. The measured thermal conductivity, kNW, is composed of contributions from both the electronic part (ke) 
and the phonon part (kph). It is written as: kNW =  ke +  kph. The electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity 
of NWs can be calculated using the Wiedemann-Franz law: ke =  σ LwT, where Lw is the Lorenz number. We esti-
mated the ke ~ 1.9 ×  10−9 W/m·K for σ  =  4.37 ×  10−4 S/m using a Lorenz number Lw =  1.45 ×  10− 8 V2/K2 41 at 
T =  300 K, which is significantly lower than the phonon thermal conductivity kph. Therefore, the measured NW 
thermal conductivity is governed by the lattice thermal conductivity.

Since the electrical resistance of the heating and sensing membranes was determined by a four-point probe 
technique, the maximum uncertainty of the electrical resistance values is less than 0.225%. The uncertainty in 
the thermal conductivity arises from measurement errors in voltage, current, temperature, and dimensions of 
the membranes. The width and length of the membranes are measured with a scanning electron microscope. The 
metal film thickness of membranes is measured with a Dektak surface profiler (with a resolution of 0.1 nm). The 

Figure 4. (a) SEM micrograph of a microdevice for thermal property measurements of a single NW with a diameter  
of 227 nm (NW A). Two Cr/Au coils serve as resistance thermometers (RT) on each membrane. (b) Optical 
image showing a single NW was placed across the membranes using a nanomanipulator. (c) Schematic diagram 
and thermal resistance equivalent circuit of the measurement.

Figure 5. SEM images of single NWs across the membranes with diameters of (a) 680 nm (NW B) and (b) NW 
bundle (NW C).
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errors produced by the dimension measurements are estimated to be less than 3%. The total error in the thermal 
conductivity value is estimated to be within 5.5%. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of the Sb2Se3 NWs that 
we measured is 0.037 ±  0.002 W/m·K. The measured thermal conductivity is more than an order of magnitude 
lower than those of bulk materials in previous measurements (~0.36–1.9 W/m·K)39. Mehta et al.40 reported a 
thermal conductivity of less than 1 W/m·K on individual highly conductive Sb2Se3 nanocrystals (with an electri-
cal conductivity of ~ 3 ×  104 S/m), which was about 2.5-fold lower than that of bulk. Our results suggested that 
the thermal conductivity of the NWs was only raised by nearly two orders of magnitude even when the electrical 
conductivity of the NWs was increased by 8 orders of magnitude.

Figure 6. Voltage signal on the sensing membrane as a function of (a) time and (b) temperature difference. In 
(a), temperature of the sensing membrane was varied every 20 mins with an increment step of 3 °C. Temperature 
coefficient of resistance (TCR) was determined by measuring the slope of the cure in (b). (c,d) show the voltage 
signal and temperature change on the sensing membrane as a function of time and heater power, respectively, 
when the NW B is placed across the membranes and the heating membrane is joule-heated by applying an 
electrical current from 4 μ A to 12 μ A.

Figure 7. (a) Heating membrane resistance as a function of temperature changes and (b) changes in heating 
membrane resistance (Δ R) and temperature (Δ Th) as a function of joule heating power by applying an 
electrical current from 4 μ A to 12 μ A. In (a), temperature of the heating membrane was varied every 20 mins 
with an increment step of 3 °C. TCR was determined by measuring the slope of the cure in (a).
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Thermal conductance and thermal conductivity of NWs A and C were also determined following the 
same experimental procedure. The temperature changes on the sensing membranes of NWs A and C as a 
function of joule heat power are displayed in parallel with NW B (Fig. 8). The temperature increase on the 
sensing membrane of NW A, which has a diameter three times narrower than NW B, is lower than that of 
sample B. This observation indicates that less heat is transferred when a single NW with a smaller diameter 
is placed across the membranes. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of a NW decreases as its diameter is 
reduced. Although it has been suggested that surface roughness interacts with a broadband spectrum of 
phonons in NWs, resulting in decreased thermal conductivity due to frequency-dependent scattering. For 
example, rough Si NWs prepared by the aqueous electroless etching method exhibited five- to eight-fold 
lower in thermal conductivity in compared to the smooth surface Si NWs with similar diameters42,43. More 
recently, Liu and co-workers44 performed non-equilibrium molecular dynamics calculations to investigate 
thermal transport in crystalline-core amorphous-shell Si NWs. They found that higher rates of diffusion 
reflection or backscattering of phonons in the amorphous region could possibly lead to reduction in thermal 
conductivity. However, our Sb2Se3 NWs prepared at different temperatures are similar in surface roughness 
and crystallinity as measured from HRTEM images (Figures S1 and S2 in the Supplementary Information). 
Therefore, the possibility of lower thermal conductivity due to surface roughness effects can be ruled out. 
Considering that phonon boundary scattering considerably reduces the thermal conductivity of a NW, we 
deduce that the enhanced boundary scattering caused by the size effect suppresses phonon transport through 
the Sb2Se3 NWs15,45.

Interestingly, the NW bundle (NW C) gives the lowest temperature rise on the sensing membrane among the 
three samples, even though it has the largest total cross section. Although thermal conductivity measurements 
made on an individual 120 nm-diameter NW (Figures S3 and S4 in the Supplementary Information) showed 
smaller temperature rises on the sensing membrane (Δ Ts) and less heat transferred compared to NW A and NW 
B. However, amount of heat transferred to the sensing membrane through the bundle (NW C) was still lower 
than that of a single 120 nm-diameter NW. In the NW bundle, the weak van der Waals adhesion energy between 
NWs results in a low possibility for phonon transmission through the van der Waal interfaces46,47. Therefore, 
phonons in a NW bundle are scattered at the interface, leading to a phonon mean free path that is the same or 
less than that of a single free-standing NW. In general, nanostructure ensembles have lower thermal conductivity 
than a single nanostructure because of the presence of van der Waals interactions48–51. Hone et al.48 found that the 
thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes bundle is significantly lower than that of a single free-standing carbon 
nanotube. Therefore, the decreased thermal transport of our NW bundle is attributed to the phonon scattering at 
the van der Waals interfaces.

The Seebeck coefficient S of the NW B was obtained using the 2ω  technique with above microdevices. For this 
method, an AC current at frequency ω  was applied, which produces joule heating in the membrane with a fre-
quency of 2ω . The heat generated causes a temperature oscillation that passes through to the NW. Using the 
four-probe technique, the temperature difference Δ T(2ω ) across the NW can be measured, along with the voltage 
drop Δ V(2ω ). Thus, a positive Seebeck coefficient of the NW B was obtained from S =  Δ V(2ω )/Δ T(2ω ) ≈  661 μ V/K 
(Fig. 9). This value is comparable to that of highly conductive NWs (≈  − 750 μ V/K)41, but is about a factor of two 
lower than their bulk counterparts52. Although the Seebeck coefficient is predicated to increase with reduced 
dimensions of the material due to a higher density of states near the Fermi level3,8,53. However, the higher surface 
defects and trap charge states in NWs may lead to lower Seebeck coefficient because of the reduced electronic 
mean free path lo by the increased scattering54. Further analysis of the dominant cause of the Seebeck coefficient 
reduction will be quite useful. The figure of merit ZT of the NWs, which is written as = σ

κ + κ
ZT TS2

e ph
, can be deter-

mined by knowing the electric conductance (σ ), Seebeck coeffieient (S), and thermal conductivity (ke, kph). When 
values of the measured σ  (4.37 ×  10−4 S/m) and S (661 μ V/K) of the NWs are incorporated into above expression, 

Figure 8. Changes in the sensing membrane temperature (ΔTs) of NW A, NW B, and NW C as a 
function of joule heating power when an electrical current from 4 μA to 12 μA was applied to the heating 
membrane. 
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we get a ZT value of approximately 1.55 ×  10−6 at 300 K. Since ke is rather small in compared to kph, therefore, the 
electrical conductivity can be increased without significantly affecting the total thermal conductivity (ke +  kph). 
Also the reduced dimensionality did not significantly affect the Seebeck coefficient.

Conclusions
In Summary, thermoelectric properties of individual solvothermally prepared single-crystalline Sb2Se3 NWs and 
NW bundles were investigated using a microfabricatde suspended device at room temperature. We demonstrated 
microdevices and techniques that can measure the thermal properties of highly resistive single Sb2Se3 NWs and 
NW bundles. The relationship of temperature difference on each heating/sensing suspension membranes with 
joule heating was accurately determined. A single Sb2Se3 NW with a diameter of 680 nm was found to have a ther-
mal conductivity of 0.037 ±  0.002 W/m·K. The thermal conductivity of the NWs is more than an order of mag-
nitude lower than that of bulk materials. The thermal conductivity of a NW decreases as its diameter is reduced. 
The NWs in the NW bundles interact through van der Waals interactions, which reduce thermal transport. A 
positive Seebeck coefficient of ≈  661 μ V/K was obtained, which is comparable to that of highly conductive NWs, 
but is about a factor of two lower than bulk due to the increased scattering of higher surface defects and charge 
trap states in NWs. These excellent thermal properties indicate that Sb2Se3 NWs are promising candidates for 
thermoelectrical energy conversion nanomaterials.
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